
Greetings… 
 
I hope business is picking up for everyone…it certainly is for us. Today, I would like to share with you 
some critical updates regarding lead times, reminders regarding product EOL, price guides, H10, and 
anything else I can think of J.  
 
As I’ve related before, our entire industry has been negatively impacted by the global semiconductor 
shortage. Time and again, we have seen allocations reduced by the foundries, and things like memory 
and PoE chips for the readers are in short supply. Alien Technology is working through this the best we 
can. For instance, our engineers are spending much of their time looking for alternate sources for a 
variety of chips on the spot market, in order to feed reader manufacturing. Lately, it’s becoming a full 
time job J. For tag IC’s, we have large orders placed with the foundries, but the amount of product 
actually delivered to us is a mere fraction of what we need to have reasonable delivery times…especially 
as the global economy awakens. There has also been a great increase in order volume across the board, 
for which we are grateful. But we have had to reschedule some orders from the original promise date, 
which is never a good thing. 
 
However, we’ve been doing this for a long time, and we will abide. We thank you for your patience. 
 

1. IC/Inlay Status 
a. H3 (including IC’s and 96XX inlays): This is the most critical shortfall we have. Right now 

we are quoting 20-24 weeks on new orders of any quantity. The alternative for our 
partners is the H9…but please remember that the H9 is only available in 3 SKU’s: 9940, 
9954, and 9962. But, if you can use these SKU’s, you’ll find that actual read performance 
is better, and of course, they contain 688 user bits of memory versus 512 on the H3. I’ve 
included an FAQ on H9 vs H3. Also, you can find the H9 data sheet here: 
https://www.alientechnology.com/products/ic/higgs-9/.  

b. H4 (including IC’s and 97XX inlays): Unfortunately, this is an even worse situation than 
H3. We encourage all H4 users to switch to HEC if at all possible. Information on HEC can 
be found here: https://www.alientechnology.com/products/ic/higgs-ec/.  

c. H9 (including IC’s and 99XX inlays): Right now we are in 6-8 week delivery cycles on H9 
product. This mid memory chip is the alternative to H3 (96XX), and for 9940 (Squiggle), 
9954 (GTag), and 9962 (Short Squiggle) use cases across the board. 

d. HEC (including IC’s and 98XX inlays): There are 6-8 week delivery cycles at the moment. 
This is the alternative to H4 (97XX). You’ll find superior sensitivity with these tags. For 
more information on the HEC inlays, check this out: 
https://www.alientechnology.com/products/tags/.  

e. H10 (I haven’t named it yet J): This is our brand new standard IC. We are almost ready 
to issue sample waffle packs of IC’s and rolls of the two SKU’s that will initially be 
supported (Hi-Scan, and GT). We anticipate waffle packs in August, and sample rolls in 
mid-to-late September. We’re EXTREMELY optimistic about this tag. 

2. F800 
a. Reader sales have rebounded nicely, as we are having our best quarter since Q3 2019. 

But delivery times are still long, as manufacturing capacity has been compressed. 
Component shortages have lengthened delivery times to 8-10 weeks in most cases. 
Please take this into account.  

b. As announced in my last message, the F800 list price will increase by $100 as of July 1 
(all discounts will remain at the same percentage).  



c. At some point in the next month, we will have an announcement on a major 
enhancement to the F800.  

3. 9650 
a. As I related in my last message, the 9650 is at EOL. There are no further units available. 

I would ask our distributors to delete this product from their databases, if they haven’t 
already done so.  

4. Price Guides 
a. Before July 1, new price guides will be released globally, reflecting EOL’s and price 

changes, across our entire product profile. 
 
I apologize for the long essay, but our goal is to be the most transparent and channel friendly company 
in RFID, as we have always been.  
 
Have a great weekend, everyone! 
 
TP” 
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